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ABSTRACT
Restricting data plane processing to packet headers precludes anal-
ysis of payloads to improve routing and security decisions. Deep-
Match delivers line-rate regular expression matching on payloads
using Network Processors (NPs). It further supports packet re-
ordering to match patterns in flows that cross packet boundaries.
Our evaluation shows that an implementation of DeepMatch, on a
40 Gbps Netronome NFP-6000 SmartNIC, achieves up to line rate for
streams of unrelated packets and up to 20 Gbps when searches span
multiple packets within a flow. In contrast with prior work, this
throughput is data-independent and adds no burstiness. DeepMatch
opens new opportunities for programmable data planes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data plane programmability is a powerful tool for dynamic, network-
based optimizations. Concurrently, “big data”, decentralized micro
services, and the Internet of Things (IoT) are adding traffic to net-
works. Today’s data plane processing, while useful for network
telemetry and optimization, misses opportunities to better clas-
sify and route traffic using data that lie beyond the layer 3 and 4
headers. For example, malicious flows otherwise indistinguishable
from other traffic can often be identified based on patterns that
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Figure 1: DPI today (left and network) is limited by per-
formance, scalability, and programming/management com-
plexities (shaded red) inherent to the underlying deploy-
ment models. DeepMatch (right) pushes DPI into the com-
modity SmartNICs currently used to accelerate header fil-
tering and integrates DPI with P4, which improves perfor-
mance and scalability while enabling a simpler deployment
model.

occur in packet payloads [28, 46, 55]. Flow classification, discussed
in Sec. 2, shows similar benefits. In deep packet inspection (DPI),
payloads are scanned for patterns written as regular expressions
(regex), a more expressive and natural extension of existing data
plane programming abstractions. Today’s systems, comprised of
software-defined networking (SDN) switches (which lack datapaths
needed for DPI’s payload processing) and the P4 language [19]
(which falls short of the expressiveness needed to process pay-
loads) force DPI solutions into middleboxes or hosts. Hardware
and software needed to upgrade from header-only processing adds
complexity and may be costly.

Network processors (NPs) can meld payload matching into data
plane processing. The DeepMatch design exploits the manycore
parallelism available in NPs to achieve a high performance DPI
regex matching capability integrated with P4 data plane programs.
DeepMatch is tuned to exploit architectural characteristics of NPs,
including complex distributed memory hierarchies, direct memory
access (DMA), and multithreading.

DeepMatch’s parallel processing scheme (Sec. 5) distributes pack-
ets to a tight Aho-Corasick deterministic-finite-automata (DFA)
matching loop [12] running on the NP cores (Sec. 5.2). Latency-
aware placement of DFA state within the NP ’s memory hierarchy
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lets multithreading mask access times and enables the manycore NP
to achieve 40 Gbps line-rate pattern matching within packets. Regex
matching across the packets comprising a flow requires support for
reordering, as out-of-order arrivals must be correctly sequenced.
As this is missing from P4, DeepMatch must provide it, increasing
the complexity of packet handling due to the NP’s limited num-
ber of active threads, limited memory for instructions and local
state, and lack of dynamic memory allocation. DeepMatch ’s novel
resource placement and scheduling overcomes these limitations
and serializes many interleaved flows concurrently using the NP,
significantly expanding the power of P4. Notably, even as DFA state
expands to occupy larger (and slower) memories, making mem-
ory speed a bottleneck, DeepMatch ’s throughput is guaranteed,
regardless of packet contents.

We benchmark our DeepMatch prototype to evaluate how it
responds to specific types of traffic including increasing number
of flows, out-of-order packets (OoO), and packet bursts (Sec. 6).
DeepMatch illustrates design challenges for payload-processing at
line-rate on NPs, proposes solutions engineered to overcome per-
formance implications, and provides results from a thorough per-
formance evaluation that guides more general payload-processing
tasks.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

• Demonstrate the first line rate DPI primitive, providing guar-
anteed data-independent throughput, embedded in a P4 dat-
aplane using the Netronome NFP-6000 programmable NP
(Sec. 5.4, Sec. 6.2)

• Demonstrate packet accounting and reordering to allow
flow-based DPI processing on programmable NPs (Sec. 5.5,
Sec. 6.3)

• Characterize performance achievable across a wide range of
task and network characteristics, providing insight into the
capabilities and limitations of programmable NPs (Sec. 6)

• Provide valuable lessons learned for future advanced uses of
NPs involving payload processing tasks

We provide an open-source release of DeepMatch at:
https://github.com/jhypolite/DeepMatch

2 PACKET FILTERING
Packet filtering (or classification) is the process of categorizing
packets in a network data plane [29]. It is a fundamental capability
allowing a shared data plane to provide differentiated services,
such as policy-based routing [22], monitoring [28], and security
enforcement [52, 60, 66].

There are two types of packet filters. First, header inspection
classifies based on layer 2—4 headers. It is typically used to distin-
guish between flows defined by endpoint or connection identifiers
(e.g., IP address or TCP/IP 5-tuple). Second, DPI classifies flows
based on patterns found in payloads. This enables finer-grained
filtering and richer policies that would be difficult or impossible to
implement using only information found in headers.

While both header filtering and DPI are critical in today’s net-
works, DPI is significantly more expensive and challenging to scale,
primarily due to the greater computation needed to perform per
byte payload processing. Furthermore, as Fig. 1 (left and middle)

illustrates, this gap is exacerbated due to the use of different plat-
forms and deployment models.

DPI has been deployed in essentially the same way for decades:
either atop dedicated appliances (i.e., middleboxes, Fig. 1 ①) or soft-
ware at the endhost (Fig. 1 ②). DPI appliances use tightly optimized
hardware and software to keep per-unit power cost low [42, 68, 72].
However, they are expensive in terms of unit cost, can become the
choke point in a network, and are notoriously difficult to manage
at scale [59]. The need to program them separately and differently
from the data plane is one contributor to the management complex-
ity.

Though running DPI engines on endhosts simplifies manage-
ment [40, 48], it also places a computational burden on general
purpose processors. Performance depends highly on both the input
patterns and packet workload (Sec. 7). Further, extra background
load on servers can have drastic impacts on application perfor-
mance [24, 37], e.g., response time.

Unlike DPI, header filtering has become significantly less expen-
sive and easier to scale. The key has been leveraging commodity
programmable networking equipment and designing high-level
abstractions that make header filtering policies easier to implement
(Fig. 1 ③). For example, P4 programmable SmartNICs reached 10%
of total controller and adapter market revenue in 2018, with es-
timates to be over 27% by 2021 [36]. These devices have the raw
compute power to support custom filtering at or near line rate.

Equally important, SmartNICs are only marginally more expen-
sive than their non-programmable counterparts,1 which allows
network operators to solve scalability issues by simply provision-
ing the commodity programmable elements in every server [2, 24]
or switch.

The primary goal of DeepMatch, illustrated in Fig. 1 (right), is
to leverage existing commodity network processing hardware to
support not only header inspection, but also DPI at high line rates
across the entire network with simple programming abstractions.
This is challenging for two reasons. First, as we discuss in Sec. 4,
real-time, network-processing hardware has inherent limitations
on memory sizes in order to provide guaranteed high-throughput
operation. Second, DPI is a much more computationally intensive
and complicated task than header filtering. The computational
intensity is inherent: finding a pattern that can start anywhere in
a packet and has arbitrary length requires scanning every byte
of a packet. Though simple string matching can have minimal
computational complexity, regex matching can be more efficient
when it is necessary to match many potential strings and variations.

3 P4 DPI INTEGRATION
Integrating DPI into P4 simplifies building advanced flow classi-
fication and security applications and integrating them with pro-
grammable forwarding policies. In this section, we highlight several
specific motivating examples.

1As an example, the NetronomeNFP-4000 2x40Gbps SmartNIC lists for around the same
amount as the latest generation Mellanox ConnectX fixed-function NIC ($650) [6, 9]
and uses similar amounts of energy under full load (25W) [5, 44]

https://github.com/jhypolite/DeepMatch
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Figure 2: Sorting between low latency and high bandwidth paths for small (>1 KB) Redis object transfers

ingress {
if ((tcp.dport == REDIS_PORT)
|| (tcp.sport == REDIS_PORT)) {

logObjSize = scanPayload(packet); //
DeepMatch

if (logObjSize != 0)
lastObjSize[pkt.key] = logObjSize;

else if (lastObjSize[pkt.key] >= 5)
ip.tos = 1; // prefer high bandwidth.

else
ip.tos = 0; // prefer low latency.

}
apply(forwardingTable);

}

Figure 3: DPI for application layer routing.

3.1 Redis Application Layer Routing
DPI enables fine-grained quality of service (QoS) policies based on
application layer information [21, 38]. As an example, consider a
network optimized to balance latency and throughput of a scaled
out Redis [54] key-value database.

A typical deployment services two request classes: frequent re-
quests for small latency-sensitive objects [33] and infrequent re-
quests for large throughput-sensitive objects that increase overall
latency by saturating network queues.

The goal of a Redis-aware QoS policy is to isolate the two types
of requests, routing small objects on prioritized low latency paths
and large objects on low priority paths with high bandwidth. De-
termining the size of a Redis object is conceptually simple: it is
declared in the object’s header. However, extracting this header
correctly requires inspection of full packet payloads. A new object
can start at any point in a TCP stream because Redis connections
carry many requests. This means object requests may cross packet
boundaries, and packets must be re-ordered to observe the full
request.

We quantify the benefit of DPI for application-aware QoS by
analyzing a 2.7GB Redis trace with 4 clients streaming requests
to a single server, with a 90% / 10% split between small (1KB) and
large (1MB) objects. The policy uses regex to extract object sizes
and select network paths.

Fig. 2(a) shows the volume of traffic routed across each path. The
DPI signatures parse every object’s size prefix and ensure that only
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Figure 4: DPI Signature Sampling.

small objects are routed on the low latency path. As Fig.2(b) and
(c) show, DPI is critical for correctness. Object headers are missed
when less than the entire payload is scanned, causing transfers to
be routed on the wrong paths.

This policy is straightforward to implement with DPI capabilities
integrated into a P4 program. Fig. 3 shows pseudocode for the
program. It scans payloads for regex that discriminate between
object size prefixes with different orders of decimal magnitude,
e.g., regular expressions of the form: "\r\n\$.{𝐷}\r\n" , where
𝐷 is the number of decimal digits in the object size value. The
P4 program tracks the size of the most recent object transfer in
each Redis flow and tags packets with the path ID for downstream
switches.

3.2 Efficient Network Monitoring
We now look at prefiltering based on application layer metadata
not visible to today’s header-based prefilters [28, 43]. For example,
consider a telemetry system measuring Redis request interarrival
times and sizes. Tomeasure these distributions, a telemetry backend
needs to process packets that contain application layer request
headers. However, the data plane needs DPI to identify these packets
because a request header can begin anywhere in a TCP stream,
including crossing packet boundaries.

Fig. 15 in App. A shows a P4 program using DPI for prefiltering.
DeepMatch scans payloads for regular expressions that identify
request types. For example, this expression identifies GET requests:
"\r\n\GET\r\n". Whenever DeepMatch identifies a new request,
the P4 program simply clones the packet to a backend telemetry
server for measurement.

Fig. 4 quantifies the benefit of application layer prefiltering. It
shows the accuracy (a) and workload (b) of a telemetry server mea-
suring Redis GET request interarrival times. With DeepMatch DPI
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Figure 5: The DeepMatch Architecture

prefiltering, the server measured the exact interarrival distribution,
while only processing the small fraction of packets containing re-
quest headers. In comparison, packet sampling had significantly
lower accuracy while cloning orders of magnitude more packets to
the server.

3.3 Packet Filtering for Security
IDS-style packet inspection (e.g. Snort [55] or Bro [46]) can be simi-
larly integrated. We provide an example in App. B. It is particularly
important to perform matches that cross packet boundaries for
security [53]; otherwise, an adversary could deliberately arrange
their malicious content to cross the boundary to evade detection.
This, too, demands packet reordering.

4 DPI ON NETWORK PROCESSORS
The restrictions on today’s P4-programmable data planes that only
allow them to process headers makes realizing DPI challenging.
NPs have considerable potential to perform DPI, but their design
encourages the algorithm and decomposition to be architecture-
aware.

4.1 Network Processor Architectures
NPs are manycore processors with cores specialized for guaranteed-
throughput packet processing. They are more akin to real-time
embedded processors than general-purpose cores. Small per-core
footprints mean that many such cores can be packed onto a chip to
maximize processing throughput. Hundreds of threads accessing
shared mutable state would create a bottleneck, so a decentral-
ized set of small memories local to each core is used to minimize
contention; these scratchpad memories are managed by the pro-
grammer rather than the system to guarantee predictable timing.
Programmers must manage hard constraints on code and data size.

These characteristics are common to most NPs (Tab. 1) and are
driven by fundamentals such as performance, silicon structure cost,
and demands of network processing; as such, these basic character-
istics are likely to persist in future NPs.

Table 1: Network Processor Characteristics

Vendor NP cores clock threads
avail. freq total

Cisco FP 2017 [39] 672 1.00 GHz 2,688
Cisco FP 2015 [1] 40 1.20 GHz 160
Microsemi WinPath4 [8] 48 0.50 GHz 320
Microsemi WinPath3 [7] 12 0.45 GHz 64
Netronome NFP-6000 [73] 80 1.20 GHz 640 (320)
Netronome NFP-4000 [10] 50 0.80 GHz 400 (200)

total threads in reduced thread mode in parentheses

The simplicity of the NP cores allows NPs to scale to support
large volumes of traffic in a cost-effective way, but it alsomeans they
do not natively support applications written in multi-threaded C
code targeted at general-purpose processors with larger memories,
implicitly managed caches, and complex, best-effort (not real-time)
processing cores, such as Instrusion Detection Systems (IDS). As
Sec. 7 shows, best-effort processing on general-purpose cores can
have high, data-stream dependent variation in throughput, making
them less suitable for providing consistent QoS guarantees.

4.2 Netronome Target Architecture Details
DeepMatch targets the Netronome NFP-6000 SmartNIC, a 40 Gbps
P4 programmable NIC. Characteristics and relevant components
of the NFP-6000 that impacted the design and implementation of
DeepMatch are shown in Fig. 5. While the parameters are NFP-
6000 specific, the features and the fact that programs must be tuned
to the specific numbers are common across NPs.

Processing Cores and Context. User code runs on up to 81 Flow
Processing Cores (FPC) distributed on seven islands. FPCs are 32-bit
RISC-based cores that run at 1.2 GHz and have 8 thread contexts.
648 threads are therefore available to a program. At most one thread
is executing at a time on an FPC. The threads in a FPC are non-
preemptive; threads must explicitly yield execution, and switching
contexts takes 2 cycles. Each FPC has a private code store that can
hold 8K instructions shared by its threads; these are not a cache
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Figure 6: DeepMatch Flow of Execution for Intra- and Inter-Packet Regular Expression Matching

Table 2: Netronome memory hierarchy [73]
Memory Size Latency (cycles)
Code Store (CS) 8 K Instrs. 1
Local Memory (LM) 4 KB 1-3
Cluster Local Scratch (CLS) 64 KB 20-50
Cluster Target Memory (CTM) 256 KB 50-100
Internal Memory (IMEM) 4 MB 150-250
External Memory (EMEM) 2 GB 150-500

of active portions of a program; the entire application must be
described in 8K instructions (or 16K in shared-code mode). Each
FPC has 256 32-bit general-purpose registers shared amongst its 8
threads, or 32 registers per thread. If additional registers are needed
per thread, the NFP may run in a reduced thread mode with four
active threads per FPC, each with 64 registers.

Memory Hierarchy and Latency. FPCs have access to large, shared
global memories and small, local memories that are fast but require
programmer management. This hierarchy is shown in Tab. 2. Upon
issuing a read/write memory request, a FPC thread context switches
and waits until its request is handled. This overlaps memory latency
with computation in a different thread.

Packet Handling. When a packet arrives, the ingress Network
Block Interface (NBI) copies it to the CTM packet buffer of an
available FPC. By default, the first 1024 bytes of a packet are copied
to CTM, with the remainder copied to IMEM. DeepMatch doubles
the ctm_split_length to 2048 bytes to accommodate a complete
1500 byte MTU in the CTM buffer. This wastes ca. 500 bytes but
maximizes payload processing performance. Each FPC processes
its packet to completion, at which point it is sent to the egress NBI
for transmission.

DMA Engines. The NFP-6000 provides DMA engines for fast
and safe, semaphore-protected data transfers. There is a limit of 16
outstanding DMA commands per CTM.

Programming Languages. The NFP-6000 can be programmed
in both Micro-C and P4. Micro-C is an extended subset of C-89
[73]. It is limited by FPC capabilities, e.g., no recursion, no variable
argument lists to functions, no dynamic memory allocation. P4 is

supported with a compiler extension that translates P4 code into
Micro-C. Native Micro-C functions can be called by P4 programs.

5 SYSTEM DESIGN
DeepMatch is designed to provide fast and comprehensive DPI,
supporting two modes that offer different design points between
these goals. First, DeepMatch provides a stateless intra-packet regex
matching capability that is carefully designed to achieve sustained
peak processing rate when processing full payloads (Sec. 5.4). Sec-
ond, DeepMatch provides a stateful inter-packet regex matching
capability (Sec. 5.5). Content specified by a regex may appear any-
where in a flow (Sec. 3), even crossing packet boundaries. Thus,
DeepMatch must support reordering of packets and scanning across
the ordered payload of an entire TCP stream. Packet reordering is
not natively supported by P4, so we describe a capability that will
also be important to other advanced uses of NPs.

Fig. 5 illustrates DeepMatch’s architecture. Newly arrived pack-
ets are dispatched to worker threads running on FPCs. When inter-
packet matching is desired, FPCs consult and update flow state
to continue matches across packets (Fig. 6). Out-of-Order (OoO)
packets are buffered in large, shared memory until they can be
processed in order.

5.1 Key Challenges
The key challenge to guaranteed real-time, line-rate payload han-
dling is to simultaneously satisfy high computation, memory, and
data transfer requirements. This constrains the computation that
can be performed per payload byte and the tolerable memory la-
tency. Automatically-managed caches would make memory latency
variable, so NP architectures avoid caches, forcing the program-
mer to explicitly move data to control memory latency. Similarly,
programmers must limit data-dependent branching and looping
to guarantee worst-case computation and memory access time. In
some cases, tradeoffs among compute, memory, and data transfer
are needed to maximize achievable performance. We show how we
address these issues for DPI exploiting the architectural features in
NPs with a general methodology that forms the starting point for
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analysis and implementation of other line-rate payload handling
tasks on NPs.

5.2 Regular Expression Matching Strategy
Each FPC performs matching within a packet. To acheive high-
throughput matching, we must minimize the instructions and mem-
ory access required to process each byte of the payload. DeepMatch
uses the Aho-Corasick algorithm [12] to compile regex into a de-
terministic finite automaton (DFA) [17]. The DFA allows a process
to check all patterns simultaneously by making a single state tran-
sition per byte. This avoids backtracking and results in guaranteed,
constant work per byte of input, important for real-time, line-rate
processing. The DFA is compactly implemented using a state tran-
sition table that maps a current state and a byte to a next state. End
states store flags indicating that one or more patterns matched, and
an end state table maps end states to the set of patterns matched.
DeepMatch’s DFA match loop examines every byte in the payload.
As such, the throughput achieved is not payload data-dependent.

5.3 Integrating P4 and DPI on Netronome
DeepMatch is implemented as an external P4 action, written in
Micro-C [73]. P4 code parses and filters packet headers and meta-
data. P4-defined match-action tables, populated in the control plane
at run-time, determine actions to apply to the packet based on the
parsed headers. DeepMatch is invoked as a table action settingmeta-
data for subsequent tables to match on (e.g., Fig. 16). The control
plane compiles regex into a DFA and loads DeepMatch at runtime.

5.4 Stateless Intra-Packet Regex Matching
Packet payloads are processed by the core DFA matching loop
(Sec. 5.2). Nominally, this requires that we read one character from
the payload, perform one lookup into the DFA state transition
table, and perform a number of instructions to manipulate the
data, setup the memory references, and handle loop control. Our
implementation required 15 instructions per input character to
execute a DFA state update.

We use a simple throughput analysis to compute an upper bound
on the network throughput the NP can sustain:

𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 × 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ×𝐶𝑃𝐵 ≥ Network Throughput (1)

where 𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 is the number of cores, 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 is core frequency, 𝐶𝑃𝐵
is the cycles the core must execute per input bit.

Assuming throughput limits computation, rather than memory
latency which we address next, the 𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠=81 FPCs running at
𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒=1.2 GHz, can support about 50Gbps:

81 × 1.2 × 109cycles/s × 8b/byte
15cycles/byte

= 52Gbps (2)

FPCs can exploit threading to hide memory latency. However,
the memory latencies for performing the payload byte read and
DFA state lookup can be high (Tab. 2). Accessing a payload in CTM
can take 100 cycles. Similarly, reading a DFA table from CTM costs
100 cycles. To fully hide the read latency, we would need 200/15+1
= 14 threads running on each FPC, which is greater than the FPCs
can support.

In general, we hidememory latency by switching to other threads
(Fig. 7). When all threads are running the same computation, each

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8

T1 memory latency T1 memory latency

T1FPC Use

Memory 

Figure 7: Using Threads to Hide Memory Latency

thread can run its compute cycles, 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 , 15 here, while
another thread is waiting on memory access latency. When the
total memory latency is 𝐿𝑚𝑒𝑚 , this gives a constraint:

𝐿𝑚𝑒𝑚 < 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 × (𝑁𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 − 1) (3)

Alternately, since 𝑁𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 8 for the NFP-6000, we can use
Eq. 3 to see that we can afford a memory latency of about 15×7=105
cycles to approach the full computational throughput of the FPCs.
This implies the DFA transition table cannot be placed in the large
EMEM, with a memory latency of 150–500 cycles, if we aim to
operate at 40 Gbps (line rate processing). Further, we may need to
avoid performing per byte reads from the payload in CTM.

The payload byte read penalty is reduced by transferring the
payload in 32-byte batches from the CTM packet buffer to local
memory via transfer registers. Each batch is then processed byte-
by-byte. The performance gains are significant, as CTM access
times are 50-100 cycles, compared to 1-3 cycles for local memory.
For example, a 1024-byte payload requires approximately 76,800
cycles to access all bytes when read one at a time from the CTM
buffer, whereas, the batched approach requires only 4,448 cycles,
or about 5 cycles per byte read. Performing the batched transfers
does require more FPC instruction cycles (20), bringing our peak
performance from FPCs down to about 40Gbps.

81 × 1.2 × 109cycles/s × 8b/byte
20cycles/byte

= 39Gbps (4)

This is an example where we trade more computation (larger
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 ) in order to reduce memory latency that would oth-
erwise place a larger limit on computational throughput. An equiv-
alent way of formulating the memory latency effect in Eq. 3 is to
represent the effect of memory latency on throughput:

𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 × 𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ×
𝑁𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 − 1

𝐿𝑚𝑒𝑚
×𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 ≥ Network Throughput (5)

Here, 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 is the number of bits processed on each read (or reads)
requiring the 𝐿𝑚𝑒𝑚 memory latency cycles. The achievable through-
put is the minimum of Eq. 1 and Eq. 5.

Eq. 4 shows us 20 cycles per byte is the upper bound on available
computation for any payload processing application to run at the
40Gbps line rate on the NFP-6000.

Placing the DFA transition table in CLS keeps memory latency
low enough (50 cycles) that we can, potentially, achieve the full
40 Gbps DPI throughput. Since CLS memories are local to a cluster,
DFA transition tables must be replicated in each cluster (8 copies).
This limits performance loss and variability from memory con-
tention, which can occur on the larger, shared memories, which is
not modeled in our simple equations above.

5.5 Stateful Inter-packet Regex Matching
An extended DeepMatch can support regex matching across packet
boundaries within a flow. This forces us to evaluate packets in flow
order (serialization), requiring per-flow state for Out-of-Order(OoO)
packet storage and retrieval. Thus, throughput available to a single
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flow is limited and aggregate performance depends on the number
of flows.

5.5.1 Finding patterns across packet boundaries. DeepMatch
maintains per-flow DFA state and sequences packets in a flow using
TCP sequence numbers. Immediately after a packet is processed
(see Fig. 6), the OoO buffer is checked for queued packets; this
maximizes the per flow processing rate.

The flow state resides in IMEM while the OoO packet data is
kept in EMEM. There are two 4MB IMEMmemory engines. As each
flow needs a 28B record, there is an upper limit of 290K flows. Since
IMEM is split and shared (about 10% is used for system variables),
the actual limit is lower. 50K flows occupies about one third of one
of the IMEMs. There are three EMEM memory engines, each with
8GB of DRAM. Each EMEM can hold 5.4 million maximum length
(1500B) packets that can be split between flows and OoO packets
per flow.

𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑜𝑂_𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ≥ 𝑁𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤 × 𝑁𝑂𝑜𝑂_𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤 (6)

About 30% of total EMEM capacity is used for system variables.
Using 4GB, half of one of the EMEMs, for the OoO buffers, and
assuming 100 OoO packets per flow (𝑁𝑂𝑜𝑂_𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤 ), over 25K
flows can be supported. As references to this state occur only once
per packet, longer access times are tolerable; as access by any FPC
can occur, these memories must be accessible by all FPCs. DMA
engines offload data transfers of packet data to and from EMEM.

For our prototype, we sized the packet buffers to track 320 flows
(𝑁𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤 ) with 100 OoO packets per flow (𝑁𝑂𝑜𝑂_𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤 ). This is
in line with requirements for operation in data center NICs, which
typically observe from 10s to 1000s of concurrent flows [56]. With
320 flows, and 28B records, the flow state table in IMEM needs less
than 10KB of memory. DeepMatch manages locks on shared state
to avoid stalls (Fig. 6). Locks are flow-specific and are held only
during brief per-packet operations; they are specifically not held
during packet DMA operations and payload scanning.

5.5.2 Performance. Supporting inter-packet regex matching re-
quires additional per-packet handling to consult and maintain per
flow state. For large packets, this cost is mostly amortized across the
payload bytes. The header processing time goes from 3,309 cycles
per packet in the intra-packet case to 8,221 cycles per packet in
the inter-packet flow matching case; this means header processing
time can dominate for payloads smaller than 411 Bytes.

𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 ≥ 𝐶𝑃𝐵 × 8 × 𝑁𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 (7)

𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝐶𝑃𝐵
=

8221
20

= 411 ≥ 𝑁𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 (8)

The core DFA matching loop remains unchanged, so the same basic
performance phenomena are in play, but the combination of the
limits in the NFP architecture, including the size of the local store
and the number of registers per thread, combined with the addi-
tional code and state needed for inter-packet regex work to reduce
the performance we can extract. Finally, OoO packets must be sent
to and retrieved from larger memories, introducing additional time
and throughput limits on packet processing.

Increased Code and Data Requirements. With the additional inter-
packet matching support described above, the DeepMatch code
compiles to 12,729 instructions. Each FPC code store has an 8K
instruction limit, but the shared code store option on the NFP allows
a larger image to be split between two paired FPCs, effectively
doubling the instruction limit, but potentially adding contention
on instruction fetch. We use the default code-splitting mode, where
even instructions are placed in one code store and odd instructions
in the other code store. Shared code mode demands an even number
of FPCs, so we can only use 80 (instead of 81) FPCs in this mode. As
shown in Fig. 9, we do see performance impacts from contention
on the instruction memories.

Due to the added code complexity, we hit the limit for the com-
piler register allocator and local memory spillage, and thus, Deep-
Match must run in reduced-thread mode when supporting inter-
packet regex matching. In this mode, only four threads are available
per FPC reducing the ability to tolerate memory latency by half
(Eq. 3). The benefit is that each of the four threads has access to
twice as many context relative registers. Combined with shared
code mode’s requirement to have an even number of MEs, the result
is a maximum of 80×4=320 concurrent threads.

Impact on DFA matching loop. Dropping to 4 threads, reduces
our ability to tolerate memory latency (Eq. 3) to about 20×3=60
cycles. By itself, that might not impact performance when the DFA
transition table is in CLS, but it will make the performance loss
higher for the larger memories. The shared-code operation may
double the number of cycles for instruction execution from 20 to 40.
At the extreme, this now brings our potential performance down
to about 20Gbps.

80 × 1.2 × 109cycles/s × 8b/byte
40cycles/byte

= 19Gbps (9)

OoO Data Movement. When packets arrive in order, the basic
dataflow does not change. The packet is stored in the CTM which is
located within the cluster of FPCs and does not change the time for
data access. OoO packets must be sent to EMEM and then retrieved
from EMEM to the CTM. DMA engines make this more efficient
than simply reading individual words from the high latency EMEM,
but there is added latency to recover a packet from EMEM. Further-
more, the limit of 16 concurrent DMA transfers means contention
effects can further limit performance.

Per Flow Performance. A single flow is now essentially serialized
to operate on a single FPC. Multithreaded latency hiding does not
matter to single flow throughput. With 20 instructions per byte
of processing and 50 cycles of CLS latency, a single flow will be
limited to about 140Mbps.

1.2 × 109cycles/s × 8b/byte
(20 + 50) cycles/byte = 0.137Gbps (10)

Additional flows add linearly at first, with each getting its own
FPC. Even at 80 flows, while the FPCs share instruction memories,
most of the cycles are in memory wait rather than instruction fetch.
Eventually, instruction contention becomes a significant effect as
noted above.
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Figure 8: Intra-packet RegexMatching Performance: DFA lo-
cation and payload size affect throughput when shared code
mode and reduced threads mode are off.

6 EVALUATION
We evaluate DeepMatch with a series of benchmarks that character-
ize the performance achieved under a variety of task and network
scenarios.

6.1 Experimental Setup
6.1.1 Testbed. We benchmark DeepMatch in a simple two node

topology. The NFP card that runs DeepMatch is installed in a Dell
PowerEdge R720 with dual Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 8-core 2.60 GHz
processors and 64 GB DDR3 1600MHz RAM. It is connected, via
40 GbE cables, to a traffic generation server. The traffic generation
server is a Dell PowerEdge R720 with dual Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2
10-core 2.80 GHz processors, 256 GB DDR3 1866 MHz RAM, and a
Mellanox ConnectX-4 40/100 GbE NIC. It uses dpdk/pktgen [3] for
replay and capture.

6.1.2 Measurements. We measure the lossless throughput of
DeepMatch: the maximum sustained rate at which DeepMatch
can operate without dropping a single packet. We use packet traces
of synthetic TCP flows that we generated to control the following
factors: packet size, flow count, flow bandwidth, packet ordering,
and burst size. To determine throughput, an automated script re-
peats trials that send packets to DeepMatch at a target transmit rate
then checks for packet drops. Trials continue with decreasing trans-
mit rates until no drops are detected. For stateful flow scanning,
the script also ensures that all flows close properly.

6.2 Stateless DeepMatch
Fig. 8 shows we achieve line rate (40 Gbps) with the DFA transition
table in CLS memory up to 800 byte packets. Throughput drops for
larger memories since the 8 threads are not sufficient to hide the
memory latency performing the DFA lookups. The performance
drop between 800 byte and 1024 byte packets is very distinct and re-
peatable, but we have not been able to isolate a specific mechanism
or effect that clearly explains the performance drop.

We highlight typical packet sizes reported by CAIDA and Face-
book. The range of mean and median packet sizes reported by the
CAIDA nyc (dirA) monitor for an 11 month period (March 2018 -
January 2019) is 785-924 bytes and 865-1400 bytes respectively [26].

Facebook provides the distribution of packet sizes in a datacenter
for four host types [56]. They report Hadoop traffic as bimodal,
either MTU length (1500 bytes) or TCP ACK. The median packet
size for other services is less than 200 bytes with less than 10% of
packets fully utilizing the MTU.

The DeepMatch results in Fig. 8–14 do not depend on the specific
regex being matched beyond the size of the DFA. This is an advan-
tage of the real-time, guaranteed-throughput design. Fig. 8 and
others show separate performance curves for the different mem-
ories implied by the DFA sizes. Tab. 4 shows how various pattern
rulesets map to DFA sizes and memory requirements. Simple filter-
ing tasks like PII scanning easily fit in the fast, local CLS memory.
Larger Snort rule sets for more complex IDS tasks must be placed
in slower memories.

6.2.1 Discussion. Since the small local memories are such a
large benefit, it may be worthwhile to compress the transition
tables so that they fit into smaller, faster memories. In particular,
the transition tables are often sparse. This could potentially benefit
from DFA compression techniques in the literature [23, 35]. Sparse
table handling often requires more computational instructions to
unpack or interpret the transition table representation. This is a
case where the computational complexity must be balanced with
the compactness gain to maximize net performance.

6.3 Stateful DeepMatch
To benchmark stateful DeepMatch, which scans across the ordered
payload of an entire TCP stream, we vary four additional aspects
of our workloads. First, the number of flows in a dataset are varied
from 1 to 320—the maximum number of concurrently executing
threads. This allows us to determine how the flow rate varies from
the single flow rate up to peak utilization. Second, we vary the
datasets OoO-ness using an algorithm that allows us to turn the
knob on the number of OoO packets. The algorithm swaps the last
two packets in every length k sequence, resulting in a dataset with
1/k OoO packets. This works up to a maximum 50% OoO when k=2.
This has the effect that there is no more than one packet OoO at a
time. Third, we vary the burstiness of the packets in the dataset by
sending k consecutive packets of a single flow, followed by sending
k rounds of single packets from the remaining flows. This has the
effect of creating OoO-ness while keeping a constant aggregate
flow rate. Lastly, we round-robin iterate through each flow sending
k consecutive packets from a flow at each iteration. This forces
DeepMatch to handle bursts from some flow and process OoO
packets in other flows simultaneously.

Since the code for stateful DPI is complex, shared code store and
reduced threads mode (4 threads per FPC) are set for all these trials.

6.3.1 Results. Fig. 9 shows DeepMatch throughput for 320 flows
with the DFA transition table in CLS memory. The inter-packet flow
matching achieves over 20Gbps on large packets, consistent with
expectations (Eq. 9). Smaller packets are penalized more by the ad-
ditional per-packet processing needed to maintain flow state, with
throughput dropping below half (10 Gbps) when header processing
begins to dominate below 400 Byte packets, consistent with our
estimates of header processing time (Sec. 5.5.2). The four additional,
intra-packet matching curves help explain the impact of reduced
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Figure 9: Intra- and Inter-Packet Performance on 320 Flows.
CS=shared code mode, RT=reduced thread mode (CS=1 and
RT=1 for the Inter-packet case).
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Figure 10: Inter-Packet Performance on 320 Flows
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Figure 11: Single Flow Inter-Packet Performance

thread and shared code operating modes. The top curve with all 8
threads and no shared code operation is the same CLS performance
we see in Fig. 8. The other three curves show the effects of reducing
threads and sharing code. We see those effects alone are responsible
for reducing peak performance to 24Gbps. Maintaining flow state
only adds an additionl 4 Gbps loss in throughput.

Fig. 10 shows that as we move to slower memories than the CLS,
we see performance drops as expected.

As noted, the single flow performance is limited. Fig. 11 shows
how this varies with memory and packet size. As expected, large

packets in CLS achieve 0.140 Gbps. Fig. 12 shows how peak through-
put increases with flows. Particularly for large packets, it scales
roughly linearly as expected.

Fig. 13 shows the impact of OoO packets on performance. We
vary the fraction of packets that are OoO. Packets that arrive in-
order are processed directly from the CTM, while all packets that
arrive before the next expected sequence number are sent to EMEM
and retrieved in order. The percentage denotes the fraction of pack-
ets that must be sent to EMEM. This shows a drop to 15 Gbps for
5% OoO packets and graceful degradation as OoO-ness increases.

A large scale study of a Tier-1 IP Backbone measured approxi-
mately 5% of packets out of order [32]. In data centers, reordering
can be significantly lower because data plane algorithms are typi-
cally engineered to minimize reordering [13] because of its effect
on TCP throughput.

Fig. 14 shows the impact of traffic bursts on performance. If
a burst of packets arrive for a single flow, they must be buffered
and sequentialized at the single packet flow rate (Fig. 11). This
effectively means the packets in that flow are treated the same as
OoO packets. Except for the first packet in the flow, packets in
the burst must be copied to EMEM until they can be sequentially
processed by the FPC processing the first packet. Fig. 14 shows little
performance degradation effects from bursts despite the fact these
incur additional data transfers. The eager handling of OoO traffic
allows us to sustain full rate even on flows that are serialized to a
single FPC. The care to not hold locks during long operations means
that little FPC processing capacity is lost while coordinating the
storage and retrieval of these OoO packets. DCTCP [14] measures
the workloads in three production clusters. They report packet
bursts are limited by the TCP window and at 10 Gbps line rates,
hosts tend to send bursts of 30-40 packets.

6.3.2 Discussion. While 40Gbps line rate is not possible in the
flow-based case, under a larger set of scenarios it is possible to
support 10 Gbps traffic. This is still a healthy network rate for many
clients and servers.

There is a large performance drop for the flow-based case that
comes from the larger code requirements and the larger amount
of state. It is possible that a tighter implementation could reduce
the code and state. As such, the intra-packet case serves as a limit
estimate on the additional performance achievable with a tighter
implementation.

With more sophisticated code splitting or replication, it is likely
possible to reduce or eliminate the impact of shared code, bringing
the flow-based case closer to the intra-packet matching case. For
example, the critical DeepMatch loop code is a small fraction of the
total code. If this code were replicated in the instruction memories
and accessed locally, the main performance impact of shared code
would go away.

Our implementation shows that 40Gbps line-rate payload pro-
cessing is possible on the NFP-6000. For any payload inspection task
(e.g., feature extraction, anomaly detection [70]), it will be necessary
to keep cycles per byte below 20 and memory latency per byte below
105 cycles to achieve the full 40 Gbps line rate. More generally, Eq. 1
and 5 provide the first order budgeting constraints for this class of
NPs.
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Figure 12: Inter-Packet Performance versus Flows (In-Order Packets)
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Table 3: Server-Class Machines used for Evaluation

Clock Power (W)
Name CPU Cores (GHz) Idle HS

High Clock E3-1270 v6 4 3.8 30 89
Many Core E5-2683 v4 32 2.6 135 389

“HS” = Hyperscan

7 COMPARISONWITH HYPERSCAN
We compare DeepMatch with Hyperscan, a heavily optimized
state-of-the-art DPI library that runs on general-purpose proces-
sors [71, 72] and is a best-in-breed representative of current multi-
core patternmatchers. Hyperscan aggressively exploits direct string

matching to reduce DFA sizes and tomaximally exploit SIMDmatch-
ing support on modern Intel IA64 architectures. Hyperscan exploits
common-case optimizations making its performance highly data
dependent; its performance varies to the extent the data streams it
processes match these common cases that it exploits.

We use two hosts to evaluate Hyperscan (Tab. 3). Each with Intel
Xeon CPUs (with SSE3, SSE4.2, POPCNT, BMI, BMI2, and AVX2
support). and dual-port 40Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-4 NICs.

We compare DeepMatch and Hyperscan performance on diverse
rulesets (Tab. 4), including Emerging Threats [31], Snort [11], Redis
[54] application layer routing (Sec. 3.1), personally identifiable infor-
mation (PII), and network monitoring (Sec. 3.2). We run Intra- and
Inter-packet pattern matching trials using various 768 byte/320 flow
packet datasets, including random and ruleset-specific near-match
payloads.

The “% patterns” columns in Tab. 4 show the percentage of pat-
terns that remain after filtering for matcher compatibility. In some
cases (e.g. community all, emerging threats all) Hyperscan only
supports a small fraction of the rules. In these cases, DeepMatch
supports a larger fraction while maintaining the same performance.
This also makes the comparison optimistic for Hyperscan, since
properly supporting those patterns would likely degrade through-
put.

Raw Hyperscan does not perform packet reordering. The pro-
cessor cores will need to spend cycles processing and reordering
packets. This typically requires 1 cycle/bps [25], suggesting the
two systems will saturate at 15.2 Gbps and 83Gbps even without
Hyperscan running. We measure TCP receive and reorder on our
test machines and see they both achieve 5Gbps on a single core
at 3.8 GHz and 2.6 GHz. Generously assuming perfect scaling, this
means 20Gbps and 160Gbps using all processors on the machines
to perform TCP reception and reordering. For a simple calculation,
we generously assume the servers can reorder traffic at the rate
identified above while running Hyperscan. We report the feasi-
ble throughput as the minimum of the throughput supported by
Hyperscan pattern matching and TCP reordering.

The results in Tab. 5 show that whereas DeepMatch performance
is data independent, Hyperscan performance is highly data depen-
dent. To illustrate this, we show two columns of results for Hyper-
scan on each server. One column includes random traffic, while
the second includes traffic designed to be near-matches to patterns
in the pattern set. This near-match pattern set is designed to be a
worst-case for Hyperscan, defeating many of its common-case op-
timizations that allow it to perform simpler processing when it can
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Table 4: Regular Expression patterns and their effect on DFA size and performance

Pattern Total HyperScan DeepMatch
Pattern Set Type Patterns % Patterns % Patterns # DFA States DFA Size (bytes) Memory
scada string 1 100% 100% 11 5632 CLS
emerging-icmp string 16 100% 100% 37 18944 CLS
PII regex 3 100% 100% 96 49152 CLS
emerging-telnet regex 3 100% 100% 10 5120 CLS
redis regex 8 100% 100% 31 15872 CLS
netmon regex 1 100% 100% 8 4096 CLS
protocol-finger string 14 100% 100% 142 72704 CTM
protocol-imap string 25 100% 100% 355 181760 CTM
emerging-shellcode regex 15 93% 100% 349 178688 CTM
os-mobile regex 8 88% 100% 189 96768 CTM
emerging-p2p string 143 100% 100% 4340 2222080 IMEM
protocol-ftp string 18 100% 100% 554 283648 IMEM
emerge mobile_mal regex 43 26% 98% 1537 786944 IMEM
emerging-scada regex 8 75% 100% 857 438784 IMEM
server-other string 2118 100% 100% 86837 44460544 EMEM
emerging-trojans string 9608 100% 100% 412676 211290112 EMEM
emerging-trojans regex 1496 30% 96% 742765 380295680 EMEM
server-mail regex 93 91% 95% 3642492 1864955904 EMEM
emerging-pop3 regex 16 100% 100% 34524 17676288 EMEM
community all string 134 100% 100% 3464 1773568 IMEM
emerging threats all string 5546 100% 100% 243857 124854784 EMEM
community all regex 546 54% 84% 3631070 1859107840 EMEM
emerging threats all regex 5159 32% 90% 2121305 1086108160 EMEM

”PII” = personally identifiable information, ”emerge mobile_mal” = emerging_mobile malware

quickly classify non-matches. To generate a near-match payload
for a specific pattern, we use a library [4] to generate an exact-
match payload, then truncate it by one byte at a time until it no
longer matches. Hyperscan often slows down by over an order
of magnitude when processing near-match traffic. While Hyper-
scan can often outperform DeepMatch on random traffic, the near
match traffic almost always runs slower on the “high clock” ma-
chine. This highlights DeepMatch’s ability to provide guaranteed,
data-independent throughput.

Hyperscan achieves some of its most impressive speeds running
pure string matching tasks where it can directly exploit the SIMD
datapath to match multiple characters per cycle. In contrast, when
Hyperscan must handle more complex regex, its performance can
drop significantly (e.g., protocol-finger, emerging-trojans). Deep-
Match performance is more predictable, depending only on the
memory placement based on the size of the DFA for the rule set.

The “high clock” and “many core” servers consume 89W and
389W, respectively (Tab. 3). The DeepMatch NFP-6000 consumes
40W. For 40Gbps intra-packet matching, DeepMatch requires only
45% and 10% the energy of the servers. Since the “high clock” server
is limited to 20Gbps when reordering packets, DeepMatch also
provides this energy benefit for inter-packet matching. Even if we
generously assume the “many core” server can support two 40Gbps
network ports with reordering, DeepMatch is still only 20% the
energy of the server. For near-match traffic, the servers running

Hyperscan drop below DeepMatch performance, providing an even
greater energy advantage to DeepMatch.

8 RELATEDWORK
DeepMatch builds on prior work investigating payload-based in-
trusion detection on NPs [18, 47, 50], offering orders of magnitude
more performance and features such as flow scanning and integra-
tion with a high-level data plane language.

Recent studies leveraging SDN to improve security [57, 61] have
made control planes more secure [74], and security applications
easier to implement [60] and more capable [69]. Data plane ef-
forts have focused on security extensions to defend against various
attacks [45, 62, 65, 66]. DeepMatch compliments these efforts by
adding support for DPI and demonstrating a path to SmartNIC and
P4 integration.

Prior work on data plane programming abstractions have focused
on header processing [16, 19, 41, 49, 58]. DeepMatch extends this
to harness rich payload data.

Efforts to improve server-based DPI performance have focused
on reducing overheads [34] or offloading work to GPUs [27, 63,
64, 67] and accelerators [42]. In contrast, DeepMatch guarantees
data-independent throughput and runs on more energy efficient
NPs [51].

There has also been work on optimizing pattern matching algo-
rithms. Chen et al. [20] and Hua et al. [30] increase throughput by
redesigning Aho-Corasick to process multiple bytes of input per
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Table 5: DeepMatch and Hyperscan Performance (*all results in Gbps)

DeepMatch Hyperscan
High Clock Many Core

Pattern Set Pattern Intra- Inter- Intra- Inter- Intra- Inter-
Type Mem. Rnd Near Rnd Near Rnd Near Rnd Near

scada string CLS 40 14 210 7.4 20 7.4 839 29 160 29
emerging-icmp string CLS 40 14 160 12 20 12 830 160 160 160
PII regex CLS 40 14 30 13 20 13 130 51 130 51
emerging-telnet regex CLS 40 14 160 5.1 20 5.1 740 23 160 23
redis regex CLS 40 14 188 12 20 12 830 39 160 39
netmon regex CLS 40 14 198 10 20 10 840 18 160 18
protocol-finger string CTM 32 11 48 2.0 20 2.0 210 10 160 10
protocol-imap string CTM 32 11 190 6.8 20 6.8 780 31 160 31
emerging shellcode regex CTM 32 11 100 3.3 20 3.3 440 18 160 18
os-mobile regex CTM 32 11 480 47 20 20 1200 220 160 160
emerging-p2p string IMEM 18 8.0 16 4.8 16 4.8 70 20 70 20
protocol-ftp string IMEM 18 8.0 190 2.0 20 2.0 170 12 160 12
emerge mobile_mal regex IMEM 18 8.0 190 2.4 20 2.4 760 13 160 13
emerging-scada regex IMEM 18 8.0 160 35 20 20 710 190 160 160
server-other string EMEM 16 6.4 3.8 1.5 3.8 1.5 17 6.9 17 6.9
emerging-trojans string EMEM 16 6.4 1.8 0.97 1.8 0.97 7.7 4.2 7.7 4.2
emerging-trojans regex EMEM 16 6.4 17 1.2 17 1.2 62 6.0 62 6.0
server-mail regex EMEM 16 6.4 5.9 1.2 5.9 1.2 26 5.4 26 5.4
emerging-pop3 regex EMEM 16 6.4 150 31 20 20 640 160 160 160
community all string IMEM 18 8.0 99 9.5 20 9.5 460 50 160 50
emerging threats all string EMEM 16 6.4 45 4.2 20 4.2 200 19 160 19
community all regex EMEM 16 6.4 28 4.1 20 4.1 110 20 110 20
emerging threats all regex EMEM 16 6.4 0.35 0.37 0.35 0.37 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8

“PII” = personally identifiable information, “emerge mobile_mal” = emerging-mobile_malware

operation. Such optimizations compliment DeepMatch and can be
integrated into future versions.

9 CONCLUSION
Programmable data planes enable further progress in in-network
processing. While initially limited to header processing, network
processorsmake payload processing viable, but getting high through-
put onmultigigabit links without compromising QoS remains tricky.
DeepMatch can examine all data in a packet (e.g., for DPI) at 40 Gbps.
More complexity (e.g., larger regular expression matching, flow
matching, reordering) reduces throughput, but DeepMatch sustains
throughput greater than 10Gbps while preserving QoS. DeepMatch
is a natural extension to P4 header processing, and the approach
of offloading sophisticated DPI to SmartNICs is inexpensive and
energy-efficient.
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ingress {
if ((tcp.dport == REDIS_PORT)
|| (tcp.sport == REDIS_PORT)) {

requestType = scanPayload(packet); // DeepMatch
if (requestType != 0){

apply(cloneTable); // clone to monitor.
}

}
apply(forwardingTable);

}

Figure 15: DPI for fine-grained telemetry filtering.

A P4 DPI INTEGRATION FOR NETWORK
MONITORING

Fig. 15 shows how DeepMatch DPI flow classification is integrated
for the network monitoring task.

B PACKET FILTERING FOR SECURITY
Fig. 16 shows a longer concrete example: a P414 program2 that

uses DeepMatch to embed an advanced DPI-based security policy
into a header-based P4 forwarding program. In a SmartNIC-based
data center, this program could be pushed to the SmartNIC in every
server to directly enforce global security policies at high line rates.

The program in Fig. 16 breaks down into two general stages:
header/DPI filtering and policy enforcement.We describe each stage
and an example of how it could be used to secure a deployment of
Apache servers below.

B.1 Header and DPI filtering
The filtering stage classifies packets based on their headers and
the presence of patterns in their payloads. In Fig. 16’s program,
secFilterTable is a match-action table that selectively applies
DeepMatch based on source IP address. Each entry in the table maps
a source IP address to an invocation of either the noOp action, which
does nothing, or the deepMatch payload scanning action. An entry
also stores action parameters for deepMatch that determine which
rule set to use and whether to match across packet boundaries. In a
server running Apache, a P4 SmartNIC could apply an application-
specific ruleset to detect threats (e.g., the server-apache ruleset
benchmarked in Tab. 4) in flows from untrusted external hosts.

B.2 Policy enforcement
Based on the output of the filtering stage, the policy enforcement
stage determines how a packet should be handled. In Fig. 16’s pro-
gram, secPolicyTable uses secMeta.dpiRuleMatchId, the out-
put of DeepMatch, along with the packet’s destination IP address
and TCP / UDP port to determine whether to allow, drop/alert,
redirect, or rate limit a packet. For the drop/alert and redirect sce-
narios, the policy is enforced by altering the contents of the packet
header and setting a metadata flag (secMeta.policy) that prevents
the standard forwarding table from being invoked. Rate limiting is

2The core DeepMatch Micro-C function could also be integrated into P416 as an
external function or object.

// Per-packet security related metadata.
header_type secMeta_t {

fields {
dpiRuleMatchId : 16; // Match pattern ID
policy : 8; // Security policy
meterColor : 8; } // Flow rate meter

}
metadata secMeta_t secMeta;
// Entry point for parsed packets.
control ingress {

apply(secFilterTable); // Apply DPI
apply(secPolicyTable); // Enforce policy
if (secMeta.policy == RATELIMIT) {

apply(rateLimitTable); }
// Forward if no policy violations
if (secMeta.policy == PERMIT) {

fwdControl(); }
}
table secFilterTable {

reads { ipv4.srcAddr : ternary; }
actions { deepMatch; noOp; } }

table secPolicyTable {
reads {

ipv4.dstAddr : exact;
tcpUdp.dstPort : exact;
secMeta.dpiRuleMatchId : exact; }

actions { permit; deny;
rateLimit; honeypot; }

}
table rateLimitTable {

reads { secMeta.meterColor : exact; }
actions { permit; noOp; } }

// Allow packet.
action permit() {

modify_field(secMeta.secPolicy, PERMIT); }
// Drop packet & clone to monitor w/ match info
action deny(collectorCloneSpec) {

modify_field(secMeta.secPolicy, DENY);
clone_i2i(collectorCloneSpec, secMetaFields); }

// Rate limit this flow.
action rateLimit(flowId) {

modify_field(secMeta.secPolicy, RATELIMIT);
meter(ddosMeter, meta.flowKeyHash, secMeta.meterColor); }

// Redirect packet to honeypot.
action honeypot(honeypotAddr, egrPortId) {

modify_field(ipv4.dstAddr, honeypotAddr);
modify_field(meta.egrPortId, egrPortId); }

// Invoke deepMatch & set secMeta.dpiRuleMatchId.
extern action deepMatch(flowOrdering, rulesetId);

Figure 16: P4 Integration of DPI Packet Classification

enforced by a downstream table that uses the 𝑃4metering primitive
to determine if a flow is exceeding a threshold rate. In the Apache
webserver example, this stage could drop packets that match mal-
ware rules and are destined for a port running an Apache service,
redirect matching packets destined for non-Apache ports to a hon-
eypot server [15], and rate limit flows that match Denial-of-Service
(DoS) rules.
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